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A segment of 13 years of our lives is swiftly coming to a close. A time in which for 180 

days out of each one of those 13 years we have attended kindergarten, grade school, junior high, 

and high school. In this time we have learned the basics of many things. We have learned the 

beginning of many ideas which will help us in our life’s work. These years have not all been 

happy years, as we have had to undergo many hardships, and many other problems in attaining 

the final goal of a high school diploma. 

We have been guided through these thirteen years by many talented teachers. These 

teachers have had the difficult task of being our parents for the day. School boards and many 

other individuals have given much of their time so we could have an education which was 

completely based on God. God has been with us and has guided us in His way, and through His 

word, the Bible. We must be very thankful for those teachers and others. But especially we must 

be thankful to God, who doeth all things well. 

Now as we graduate we must begin a new segment in our lives. Some of us will go on to 

more school. Others will begin work in a factory or other places of business. In all of this 

graduation becomes a beginning or a commencement. But in this new segment of our lives the 

old must not be forgotten. All of the basics, which we have been taught must now be put together 

in order for us to do well in our life’s work. It is like a jigsaw puzzle. We first put together the 

border so we can be guided as we put the rest of the puzzle together. The pre-graduation 

schooling is like this border, it guides us for the rest of our lives. The post-graduation work, 

schooling, etc., is the inside. Together we get the complete picture, or our whole life. So you can 

see that those thirteen years are very important. They serve as a guide for our whole life. 

The most important part in the life of a Christian is Christ and through him God. As we 

have gone through these thirteen years God has been with us from the time we began until now 

and he will still be with us even to the end. “...And lo I am with you always even unto the end of 

the world. Amen” Matt. 38:20b. God has made for us the way he would have us to go. 

So as we are called upon the platform to receive our diplomas, let us not forget those 13 

years for they are the basis, the foundation for the rest of our lives. And let us constantly 

remember our faithful Savior, and our Creator for without God we are nothing. 
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